Spring 1 Home Learning Menu – Year 6



Maths

English - Reading

English - Writing

(You may complete this activity)

(You may complete this activity)

(You may complete this activity)

Make sure you know all your multiplication



tables up to 12 x 12.


Read aloud to an adult at least three times
a week, every week.

Record where you can see or where



Read a different Shakespeare play

you/family apply knowledge of fractions,



Research William Shakespeare and the

decimals or percentages at home. Practise

Globe Theatre

converting between all three.

R.E.



Write your own version of the witches’
conversation. Write it as a poem if you can.



Create a wanted poster for any of the
Macbeth characters you feel are guilty.



Write a playscript- from your imagination



Log onto Bug Club

or watch a film and base it on that (don’t



Read your personal copy of Holes

forget to use stage directions)

Computing/PSHE

This is a selection of home learning activities.
Ordinarily, we specify a minimum number to



Create your own plate of Passover food.



Watch Disney’s ‘Prince of Egypt’ (available
on Netflix) which is a class film!



Create a cartoon strip for the story of
Moses and how he freed the Hebrew slaves.



completed… this half term, this does not apply.
It is a supplementary resource. What you can



Create an e-safety poster for school.

/ want to do works for us!



Record your digital footprint.



Try yoga or meditation to help you relax.



Meditate or try the breathing exercises we

Stay safe you lovely little people.

looked at in class.

Document the plagues in some wayart/newspaper/diary entry

COVID OUTDOORs
These are just a handful of ideas… you will have other great ideas.

Science

not work for you or your gardens etc.




Research famous people associated with
scientific advancements in electricity for

Grow as a photographer- take interesting
pictures of plants and wildlife outdoors



example Nikola Tesla or Thomas Edison


Art

Run them by your parents before you do them- some of these might

Go camping in your back garden- perhaps after
the snow has thawed!

Make a list of electrical appliances in your



Listen to the sounds of nature

house- see if you can find one for each



Meditate

letter of the alphabet!



Work on fitness- can you improve the number
of press-ups/sit-ups you can do?



Draw a family member.



Draw your feet- I know Frida Kahlo did this
when she was injured as a child- it worked
for her!



Draw eyes



Make a collage of your favourite drawings
from around the world.

